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Introduction: Archaeological and Forensic Investigations of an Abolitionist Church in New York City

Edward M. Morin

While excavating the foundations for a planned condominium hotel complex in Manhattan, construction crews discovered human remains. The construction staff subsequently ceased excavation and notified the New York City Police Department and the Medical Examiner’s office. Project officials also notified the New York City Department of Buildings and the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission who requested all excavation be stopped in the vicinity of the remains. Ultimately, the Department of Buildings, the construction permitting agency, determined that all further construction activities be suspended pending the receipt and approval of an integrated work plan for the recovery, documentation and analysis of any human remains. This volume presents the results of the historical background research, archaeological investigation and forensic analysis.

This volume presents the results of intensive background research, field excavations, and laboratory analyses associated with the recovery of human remains at a planned 45-story condominium/hotel complex located at 244-246 Spring Street in New York City (fig. 1). Human remains were discovered at the project site by a construction crew while conducting foundation work on December 11, 2006. The construction staff subsequently ceased excavations and immediately notified both the New York City Police Department (NYPD) and the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner (OCME) of the finds.

Christian Crowder, Ph.D., forensic anthropologist, and Jeannette Fridie, both from the OCME, visited the site. A thorough assessment of the scene could not be performed that day due to the lateness in the day and the loss of light. The area was demarcated with crime scene tape and an NYPD officer was posted at the site overnight until a proper evaluation could be performed during daylight hours. Dr. Crowder and Ms. Fridie, along with Megan Ingvoldstad, returned the next day to inspect the exposed remains (fig. 2). It was determined that the scene was not forensically significant since the remains were historic in nature and not associated with any recent homicide or related criminal activity. Dr. Crowder indicated that, although some of the skeletal material was partially impacted by the construction machinery, the majority of the remains along with associated decayed coffin wood appeared to be intact. Upon completion of the inspection, the skeletal remains visible on the surface were collected and transported to the OCME for storage. The find spot was then taped-off and covered with plastic sheeting.

In addition to the NYPD and the OCME, project officials also notified the New York City Department of Buildings (DOB), the construction permitting agency. The original development project did not involve any special permits or federal funds that would have triggered the Section 106 process or any of the New York City or State environmental and preservation laws requiring a Phase 1A/1B archaeological study. Since the DOB did not have an archaeologist on staff, the agency notified Amanda Sutphin, the Director of Archaeology from the New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC). The DOB requested that all excavation work in
They noted that the remains were scattered over a sizable area, mixed with construction debris including broken brick and concrete, and consisted of skeletal fragments of both adults and children. The majority of the bones were fragmented, but, for the most part, the breaks did not appear fresh, suggesting that the remains had been broken prior to current construction activities.

While the archaeological team was conducting its site inspection, historians from AKRF, Inc. conducted a cursory examination of historic maps for information regarding the historical development of this location. This preliminary research indicated that the human remains appeared to be associated with the former Spring Street Presbyterian Church, which once existed within the north-central portion of the project site from circa 1810 to 1966; however, no burial ground or cemetery was illustrated at the church site on any of the maps examined.

Later that same day, the archaeological team met with the developer, the DOB, and the LPC to discuss the discovery and to determine future actions regarding required archaeological investigations of the project area. At the conclusion of the meeting, the DOB decided, on the basis of existing information, that all further mechanized excavation within the project area be suspended pending the receipt and approval of an integrated work plan for archaeological investigations at the site and the recovery and documentation of any attendant human remains. Therefore, a stop-work order was issued until the archaeological testing and documentation was completed to the satisfaction of the DOB and the LPC.

The stop-work order ensured that these investigations became a high priority for the project developer. The archaeological investigations quickly became fast tracked and of utmost importance. An immediate benefit of this newly-acquired designation was that, for the most part, any machinery or equipment that was needed was placed at the archaeological team’s disposal. Before the wrong impression is formed, the developer, other than the occasional “When are you going to be done?”, “Are you done yet?,” or “What can we do to help you to expedite the process?,” was very supportive and committed to ensuring that the investigation was completed in a respectful and professional manner.

A detailed work plan was prepared and accepted by the DOB and the LPC within
seven days of the initial discovery. The accepted plan consisted of seven primary stages of work, including: 1) background research regarding the sequence of historical occupation of the site; 2) the identification of potential descendant populations; 3) the collection and documentation of known skeletal remains; 4) the controlled investigation of previously unexcavated or partially excavated portions of the site to verify the presence or absence of additional human remains or burials; 5) the exhumation and documentation of any intact burials that might be present; 6) the analysis and inventorying of all human remains recovered from the site (including materials previously collected by the staff of the OCME); and 7) the reburial of recovered skeletal remains in a manner to be determined in consultation with any identified descendant population and the Presbytery of New York.

Prior to the commencement of fieldwork, a construction fence was erected across the site to demarcate the archaeologically-sensitive zone to the north and to establish a safe work zone for the archaeological team. Construction work would continue in those areas determined to be archaeologically non-sensitive based on the historical background research. A temporary shelter was then erected over the area of the initial find. The shelter served two purposes; it protected any exposed remains from the elements and, most importantly, it preserved the privacy and dignity of the deceased. The shelter also shielded the skeletal remains from a “spy cam” mounted on an adjacent building overlooking the project site. The camera initially had been placed there by local opponents of the development to monitor the construction activities of the developer; now, the camera was monitoring the archaeological excavation activities to insure that the developer was complying with the archaeological work plan, a copy of which the group obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request. This community group was looking for additional information that they could use to stop the project.

Field investigations began with a more detailed examination of the initial find spot by clearing out a 15 x 15-ft. area. This work was carried out by hand, with limited use of mechanized assistance to remove construction debris from the immediate vicinity. Four other skeletal deposits were uncovered in addition to a section of an east-west oriented brick wall. Additional controlled stripping and hand excavation to the north and south of the brick wall revealed several partially-intact, mortared stone and brick walls adjacent to the remains of what was once the church’s east wall foundation. The northernmost “structure” consisted of mortared stone walls with the remains of a brick wall dividing the structure in two rooms. Immediately adjacent to this structure were the remains of brick walls forming a second structure, with the remains of a third structure located to its south. Human remains were found in all of the structures. Further hand clearing indicated that these structures appeared to be burial vaults. This interpretation was supported by the documentary evidence.

Oriented from south to north, the structures were designated as Burial Vaults 1 through 4 and measured 18 ft. wide by 55 ft. long (fig. 3). Once the extent of these vaults was determined, a much-larger and more-substantial enclosure was erected over the vaults to protect potential skeletal remains and to preserve their privacy and dignity (fig. 4); however, no good deed goes unpunished. The construction of this enclosure led to a rumor within the neighborhood that it was constructed so that the remains could be “scooped up” and disposed of more quickly, allowing the developer to get back to construction without anyone being able to monitor the excavations. This concern was brought to the attention of several members of the Professional Archaeologists of New York City (PANYC).

To dispel this rumor, arrangements were made to have Dr. Nan Rothschild, President of the organization at that time, visit the site and ascertain that the remains were being recovered in an archaeologically-appropriate and respectful manner. At the conclusion of her visit, Dr. Rothschild indicated that she was satisfied with the protocol being implemented at the site and with the treatment of the human remains. This information was then transmitted to the local neighborhood group that opposed the planned development of the site which put an end to the “scoop and dump” rumor. In addition, representatives of the Presbyterian Church descendant community...
remains or burial-related artifacts; however, of these soils were devoid of any skeletal brick and stone building rubble. The majority entirely of clean sands with a small amount of to 20 ft. below grade, and consisted almost eastern margins of the site, from depths of up vaults, stockpiled soils located in the north- central section of the site were mechanically monitoring also was conducted during soil removal for the central, northwestern, and southern sections of the project area. This mon- itoring ensured that any additional deposits of human remains were recovered and allowed for the identification of any additional subter- ranean burial vaults located within the west yard area of the former church building. The completion of monitoring activities revealed that no additional vault were present. No other pockets of human remains, disturbed or intact, were identified.

The funerary artifacts were transported to and analyzed at the URS laboratory in Burlington, New Jersey, while bioarchaeologi- cal analyses of the skeletal remains were con- ducted at Utica College’s Osteology Laboratory and Syracuse University. The results of these analyses are presented in the articles in this volume. As a group, the skeletal remains from

the church burial vaults are historically signifi- cant because they represent people about which little or no documentary information exists for the time period covering circa 1820 to 1846. While not of the same quantity and date range as the individuals from the African Burial Ground, there are no other New York City skeletal collections comparable to this group given its presumed collective European- American demography, association with the Presbyterian Church, and dates of burial in the early 19th century. The archaeological investiga- tion, intensive background research, analyses of the associated funerary artifacts, and the bioarchaeological analyses of the skeletal remains have led to the rediscovery of a for- gotten congregation and provide important data about the operation of early- to mid-19th- century burial vaults as well as detailed infor- mation on the health and diseases of a specific community from the circa 1820 to 1846 time period.
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visited the site to review the work being done and to gather information that the organization could use in making decisions regarding the possible rebural of the remains within one of their existing properties. The archaeological team walked the representatives through the site, explained the status of the investigations and the number and condition of the human remains encountered, and answered their ques- tions. The representatives were pleased with the care being taken with the remains. Concurrent with the investigation of the vaults, stockpiled soils located in the north- central section of the site were mechanically removed at this time under the supervision of an archaeologist. These deposits were previ- ously excavated from along the extreme north- eastern margins of the site, from depths of up to 20 ft. below grade, and consisted almost entirely of clean sands with a small amount of brick and stone building rubble. The majority of these soils were devoid of any skeletal remains or burial-related artifacts; however,